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1 Abstract

The goal of this project was to develop an Artificial Intelligence capable of recognizing human speech based
on only visual features. Such ability is commonly known as ’lip-reading’. Training process has been based on
data from the LRS3 dataset, which consists of links to videos on a YouTube platform paired with labeling data
describing their content. The main objective was to recognize whole words spoken in English. The achieved
accuracy of predictions is satisfactory, but complexity of the project has been limited to a small set of words.



2 Introduction

Lip-reading is a complex task. Even after limiting ourselves to English language, there are over 170 000 words
to be distinguished and that number only accounts for words frequently used. Many of them sounds differently
but are represented by the almost identical set of lip movements. Similarly to the classic speech recognition
problem, lip readers also come across the issue of speakers articulating words with different speed and different
accent. In addition to all of that, the speaker’s face can be viewed from many angles, and this angle may
(and most likely will) vary in time during the speech. While human lip-readers can identify most of the speech
while looking straight to the speaker’s face, even the most prominent of them could not achieve more than 15%
accuracy of predicted words when asked to recognize speech from the video. Cutting-edge Machine Learning
algorithms are performing significantly better on this field, with Oxford/Google’s LipNet architecture correctly
inferring up to 48% of speech [3].

Due to limitations in both time and computing power, the speech recognition capability of the project has
been downsized to only 5 arbitrarily chosen words: ABOUT, DIFFERENT, EVERY, GOING, HUMAN. This
small set consist of words that have considerably distinct lip movement from each other.

This project has been written in Python language, with usage of Tensorflow/Keras libraries for neural
network building and training, and OpenCV library for handling video and camera input processing.

3 Training data

3.1 LRS3 dataset

Project uses LRS3 dataset for model training. This dataset is based on publicly available recordings of TED
Talks and consist of label text files providing the information about those records such as:

• Text of a spoken sentence

• link to a YouTube video from which sentence is taken

• Which frames in video contain the moment of articulating related sentence

• Bounding boxes of speaker’s face in each frame in which he/she articulates the sentence

• Timestamps of each word in the sentence

Those recordings last about 1 hour on average. Each recording have a one label file for every uninterrupted
period of time in which camera shows the speaker’s face while he performs. Those label files are grouped in
directories conveniently named after video IDs.

3.2 Data preprocessing

In order to convert provided label text files into viable labeled input for the model, data preprocessing pipeline
has been created. It is actually builded from 3 seperate pipelines: Video downloading, Video proccessing and
Training data fetching pipelines.
Video downloading pipeline operates on each label file in a following way:

1. Referenced video is downloaded from YouTube

2. If video has framerate different than 25 fps, it is converted to 25 fps. This step is required since frame
labels of LRS3 dataset assume all videos have this particular framerate.

3. Based on provided labels, irrelevant frames are erased from video

4. Using provided face bounding boxes, each frame is resized to contained only speaker’s face

5. Saves new video containing only processed frames.

Current iteration of video processing pipeline operates on each video generated in previous pipeline in a following
way (Figure 1):

1. Upper 60% of each resulting frame is thrown away based on the fact, that almost all the people have their
mouth area in the lower 40% of the face.
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2. Mouth detecting classifier (pretrained Haar Cascade Classifier from OpenCV library) is applied to the
remaining lower 40% of the face

3. If classifier have not found the mouth area for particular frame, it is taking it from the previous frame

4. Last but not least, extracted mouth area is reshaped to a 32x24 picture and converted to grayscale image.

5. Saves new video containing processed frames.

Training data fetching pipeline is capable of generating single word input samples from video files created in
Video processing pipeline. It searches through the text labels to find the requested words and cuts specified
by label video sample from relevant video file. Then, each such sample is scaled to contain only 12 frames,
assuming each word takes about 0.5 seconds. Too short samples have their first frames repeated at the end,
too long samples have some of their frames cut out (uniformly across the whole sample). Such sample, together
with it’s label, is ready to be fed to the model.

(a) Original frame (b) Face from labels

(c) Extracted mouth (d) Reshaped and converted input

Figure 1: Stages of video processing pipeline: (a) - Raw frame taken from video, (b) - Face frame based on
provided bounding box, (c) - Mouth area extracted with Haar Cascade Classifier, (d) - Mouth area converted
to 32x24 shape and converted to grayscale

4 Model

The currently best working neural network architecture is shown on Figure 2
All layers except for last one are using ReLU activation function. Last layer uses a softmax activation function
to provide probability distribution output. Model utilises Adam optimizer with learning rate set to 0.0001
which has been tested to give the best learning time to accuracy ratio.

5 Results

The model achieved 78% percent accuracy on the test data. On top of that, model was evaluated empirically
using a webcam. Evaluation program runs in a loop, feeding every 12 frames gathered from webcam to a model
and printing its prediction. This approach has a major flaw: more often than not word will not fit perfectly a 12
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Figure 2: Model architecture

frame window, since we don’t really control when the window starts and when it ends. To somewhat mitigate
this problem user is required to repeat the word constantly, trying out different articulation speeds until he
sees either model starting to correctly recognize his word most of the time, or that it fails to do so. Hence we
cannot apply standard evaluation metrics here.

Nonetheless, the model learned to recognize words ABOUT, EVERY, GOING and HUMAN even at various
articulation speeds and from various viewing angles. The word DIFFERENT proves to be more difficult, but
under right circumstances (direct view at the face and synced articulation speed) the model stills recognizes
this word correctly most of the time and with good confidence. This results are satisfactory considering that it
makes correct predictions on faces that were not included in the training data. Example is shown on Figure 3

It is worth mentioning, that this model would probably work equally fine for a much larger set of words,
which was not tested due to lack of time. Unfortunately this method could never work for a whole dictionary of
English words due to sheer amount of them. For end-to-end speech recognition a different approach is required.

Code written for the purpose of this project is available here: https://github.com/Cropka/lipread/tree/master
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(a) User’s tracked face and mouth

(b) Printed predictions

Figure 3: Model evaluation program: (a) - User providing input to the model, (b) - Predictions from model.
Leftmost word is a top model prediction. User was requested to repeat a word GOING for a few seconds,
then switch to a word EVERY for another few seconds. We can observe a mistake in classification during the
switching period
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